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Foreword
"What is the C.N.T.?" was first published in
RUTA, an excellent Spanish language review published
n Caracas.
When Jose Pirates spoke here in London at the
Iberian Centre, 1 promised myself to translate the
So often in my conversation with militants
yrk.
ere and sympathisers with anarchis
Jose Pirates enjoys great prestige as a historian
❑ t only in the Spanish and international anarchysyndicalist movement, but amongst professional historian
any of whom owe their entire research upon the Spanish
abour movement to a scrutiny of his definitive

INTRODUCTION
* * * • ** ** *
Thr Confederation Nacional del Trabajo (the National
Federation of Labour) has been a thorn in the side
Catalonia, ands fonc that matter in the rest of Spain, since its
ion: (in 1911) right up to the end of the civil war (in 1939),
was also the end of its open existence. These gentlemen
d it as a hotbed of organised upheavals in the even tenour

could think of for it.
n the dais of the First International, a Spanish Prime
r, Sagasta, called the predecessor of the CHIT, the Regional
Federation of Spain, "a philosophic Utopia of crime"; under the
Republic, Azana termed its members "bandits with union cards
t more objective than either of these gentlemen, the English

Gerald Brennan, declared that the anarchist movement in
as tho moist Spanish of all south of the Pyncenees.
Sorry persons who m
e spiri
raced, whether in confrontation with the invader or in
ng a parade of native officiousness, would be better employed
n looking for the origins of anarcho-syndicalism outside
Joint offspring of cncude Catalan capitalism and the
ism of Andalucia, it established itself as a robust movement
test against political corruption, against an outdated system
holding, against the plutocrats or the nouveaux riches, and
t a narrow-minded ruling class from which Spain has never
to suffer:
t will be noted that anarchism and anarcho-syndicalism
en s2oken of in the same breath.
In Spain they are in
two words which connote the same thing.
If there has

N.T. was t
The 'oncthodox'
Spain.
union, the U.G.T. (General Union of Workers) was
ated later. Unlike other countries, it was the social
mocratic U.G.T. which was the 'splinter' organisation.
It bolstered its position within Spanish society by political
action, and the Socialist politicians and U.G.T. officials
entered the governments of the monarchy and the Republic
(even the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera, when permitted
to do so).
It was this factor which made for difficulty
in union during the Civil War.
Translator
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE C.N.T.
******************************

Always in conflict with legality, the C.N.T. found it
to have recourse to subterfuges to enable it to obtain
al recognition which it needed for its trade unions to be
operate. The ncules and regulations submitted to the
ent only expressed in a summary form what were the
Quite often
les, tactics and aims of the organisation.
vincial governors to whom they were sent imposed finishin
of the text submitted as a condition of according legal
sation.
organisatione movement began to crystallise at the regional
e Catalan unions, which was held in Barcelona in
8.
It was at this congress that the C.N.T. decided
ture must be based on one single union for each
d having done so it went on to lay down the aims
m. A commission at this same congress put forward
tution which was hastily completed afterwards,
he ups and downs of circumstances. As far as this
cerned, this was laid down by the commission:anisa under the name of the Catalan Regional
eration of Labour has been s
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article is concerned with tactics and says:arry out the foregoing aims, the local and istrict
rations - which shall be the only bodies
consitugheCalRonfderatiLbou,wh
to admit into their fold pr shall always

struggle in the purely economic field, that is, by
direct action, untncammelled by any political or
religious prejudice. As regards questions of tactics
or procedure, these shall be appraised according to

en though this constitution was formulated by the Catal
the Mentor of modern syndicalism, it was adopted by all
regional_ federations of the C.N.T., as can be seen fr
excerpt, for example, from an interesting work by
he Path of the C.N.T. Barcelona, 1925):
It is certainly true that the Congress of 1919 laid
down that Free Communism is the basic ideology of
; but it is no less true that this
the C.N T
after. in
oval of the (civil
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es to Valencia for approval, the criterion of full direct
seems to have
even though it
E 1930, and the end of the dictatorship of Primo
chi had driven the C.N.T. underground. This time
Dommittee sent its rules for approval to the (civi
Barcelona, Despujols. And it was this Despujols,
the permission of General Mola, Director-general
who signed them after making certain changes
he eyes of an expert. The new text read as
tion has been set up in Spain under the
tion of the C.N.T. which sets out to achieve
lowing objectives:
for the development of the spirit of
association among workers, getting them to
understand that only in this way can they
e their moral and material condition in
modernscity,aopre thwayfor
omplete emancipation in the conquest
means of production and consumption.
ice mutual aid between the
bodies in the Federation, always w
called for by them, both during strikes
on any other occasion that may arise.

bodies shall confine their struggle to the purely
economic field, and shall resolve their differences
with those concerned ; with the bourse
ature; and
social in or concerning public order and
services, with the government or with the departments
concerned, freeing themselves completely of any

p olitical or religious alignment."
During the regional congress of 1918 an
interesting discussion took place on the
subject of the tactics to be followed;
d the movement base itself on direct action, multiple action
re of the two ? On this proposition, the platf
following dincective; "Even though the principles
egional federation are based on the doctr
ION

of carry on their struggle with
spirit and even act on a multiple base, we
the Congress resolves that no bodies should belong
confederation which do not accept in its full extent the
f dincect action."
se of the debate it was evident that although no
t none, was against direct action, the emphasis with
tform put forward its recommendations did not take
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and Labour, those unions belonging to the Federation
er the obligation of adopting by preference the system of
action in circumstances of real gravity, they do not call
use of other distinct formulas."
n the up3hot,
upshot, as we have seen, the constitution of the
was characterised - at least when not deleted by the
rs, as happened with Despujols - purely and simply by the
nt that the tactics of the
tain amount of confusion. Direct
practice, there wa
came into conflict with the alleged impartiality of the
ent when arbitrating in conflicts between Capital and
Revolutionary syndicalism well understood that, far from
eutral between employers and workers, the authorities were
y allied with the capitalists, since they had a host of
interests which bound them to the side of the 'bosses'.
wards were necessarily, it followed, against the interests
working class.
f the authorities

confused direct action with violence,
re not sufficiently instructed thought it
committee paid a visit to government
In this respect, if the rules established in 1930
ut mention of direct action, in turn they define it perfecttating that conflicts between capital and labour shall be
directly, with the employers, while those of a social
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which is proclaimed to be the end of the class struggle without
abolishing classes.
The idea of a single union for each industry ("One Union")
not invented
the 1918 congress.
In the first workers'
1870, a form of organisation was adopted,
which when perfected the following year at Valencia evoked the
admiration of the internationalists who met in London that same
around Karl Marx (he will be mentioned again later).
Let us note in passing that in every period of reorganisatio
er a spell more or less prolonged of suppression, the working
class militant is faced with the fragmentation resulting from
different workers' groups in the same place of work, ironically
are to be found different groups of carpenters, or lockiths, or smelters, run by little local "bosses", who defend
eir petty fiefs against the syndicalist organisation with cloak
and-dagger tactics.
The "One Union" came to put an end to such gangster-chiefs.
rels and emphasised
so, it ended
the "One Union" carried
federalist enterprise to the furthest extent, spreading it
he whole country. For all that, the
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the last century, the Council of the Spanish Regional
tion had to take on the duty of representing both federal
urea; the same had to be undertaken by the National Committee
C.N.T.
, as someone recalled at the 1918 Congress: "It was at the
ongress held (in 1910) at the Bellas Antes Palace (in
ona) that the lines and outlines were traced along which
o be modelled the national organisations of the working
It was in this congress that it was agreed, and that in
rtain terms, to direct workers' unions to form themselves
asis of a federation of 'locals' in the same industry in
al and national groupings, these groupings being the only

that were to make up the grand Confederation of Workers."
'It was on the basis of this decision." said t
egin with, but later became a regional one, resulting
ely in the formation of the National Metallurgical Feder" (Reminiscences of the 1918 Congress of Catalonia,Toulouse,
But this same 1918 Congress left in the air the necessr the formation of federations in each kind
tions in each trade on a national scale, but as this question
within the competence of a national congress of the C.N.T.
left to such a congress to resolve it."
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sarcastically observed that these federations were
portdd into Spain "inside a barrel of beer".
Juan Peiro, the champion of Federations of Industry, was
;rite: "In our opinion, it was a grave error of judgement
h the Congress at the Comedy Theatre (Madrid, 1931) made in
eing to the abolition of federations of locals on a basis of
ionwide industry. Their existence was in no way incompatwith the existence of those called 'one union' groupings
t is true that some of the trades federations in being at
/me were over-centralising, being at fault in sucking dry
ndividuality of the local unions of which they were compos
To national organisations of the bourgeois
capitalists
industries
... Otherwisecorrespond
...The
national organisations of the w
, grouped according to industries....0therwise, it is not

ble to confront or resist the caritalists....The general
ncy of bourgois capitaevenm, we have pointed out many times,
not limit itself to an economic-industrial concentration,
ven to the formation of national federations; their objectgo far beyond such limits and seek to find them, and already

to find them, iimportedrnational organisations and understand
s not call for a corresponding economic-industrial
n the defense of the uroductive class." (Anarcho-
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OF THE C.N.T.

The federal congress of 1919
declared that "the aim of the
C.N.T., in accordance with the
of the principles of the (First) Workers , International,
Communism."
may draw the conclusion that the Free Communism of
T. and the communism of the Soviets were one and the
viet communism derives ultimately from the "Communistauthoritative
o" of Marx and Engels; free dommunism descends from the
s developed by Peter Kropotkin in his book, "The Conquest
". Here are two conceptions fundamentally opposed to
er.
ship of the Proletariat. Free Communists are opposed
utharitative body, and consider that it is possible to
out socialism directly, without any dictatorship, for
m without freedom is not socialism at all, neither can
m ever lead to liberty. They trust in the social forces
in Man, which will rise to the surfacdmmunismow when
on by the state and by capitalism ceases, and through the
t in common of the sources of natural wealth and of the
productiother,
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such as these
ant role to the industrial federations,
ch were to prepare themselves beforehand by learning the
nomics and technology, the application of technological

elopments to industry, the fluctuations of supply and demand,
In the factories,
statistics of export and import etc.
shop stewards' committees of today, fighting for the interests
heir union members in the place where they work, should become
morrow the technical committees who will administer the
enterprises in a socialised economy.
The same Peiro gave a very important part in a socialist
my to the existing consumers' co-operatives as centres of
ibution in the future: "The distribution of produce will
society of t
. This, not so much in respect of

he development of-production, exactly, as because organised
istribution will be a factor in the orientation of the people
from the first moment of the Revolution as far as the provision
f food is concerned - we all know already how much the triumph
f t he revolution depends on this.
That is why, further, that
he Co-operatives have to be unfailing in their function as the
of distribution in the new society freed from the trammels
italism and the State.
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Politically and administratively, Spanish libertarian
communists thought of the commune as a self-governing unit
capable of federating itself with other similar units, that is
to say, :sovereign within its own boundaries, but linked by a
free pact with its neighbours. Federation always implies the
and self-government of the federating bodies, but this
t mean their independence.

h
Pi y Margall, who has been the moving spirit of Spanis
sm as much as, or perhaps even more, than Bakunin or
in (for beginning with Salvochea and Melia, many Iberian
anarchists drew their inspincation from him), has written in his
Nationalities" : "Federation comes from the Latin word
which signifies an alliance or compact; it cannot be
at without the contracting parties being free, that is
sui
juris." He added, on the subject of the municipalf the Middle Ages: "The citizens not content with their
If for any nceason they united with
a to buttress them.
neighbours, it was to defend theinc local freedoms, even
the king himself, whom they always looked at with cautious
suspicious eyes.
With this sole aim, there were organised
in Castille and in Leon, those famous brotherhoods or
which were so powerful in the last third of the Middle
and unfortunately went down with Juan Padilla at Villalar.
quern. great power in this fashion, and so far from being
benefit of the State , brought the State into their service.

F
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eing carried over into the exiled organisations, became a bad
abit and led to deplorable consequences, bu
bunceaucracyed to an
cute crisis for federalism, and to an asphyxiating growth of
entralisation.
Under normal circumstances, the federal organs are the

()cal federation, which is the grouping of all the union 'locals'
n an important centre of industry, or the One Union, which links
ogtogetherll the agro-industrial 'locals' of a district. Then
ome the District Committees, the regional committees and the
ational Committee. Deliberative bodies are in the following
the assemblies of all affiliated bodies - which in times
the C,C.N.Tis functioning 'underground' are replaced by

oncational co
congncesses,
etmeetingsf the militants; the regional or
which direct re
repncesentativesf the previously mentioned
semblies take part, being summoned to discuss a 'slate', the
ions forming which have been selected by the basic units
emselves; the plenary sessions, which cannot, however, discuss
damental propositions, which are the prerogative of the
iningncesses,or can they modify resolutions agreed to at the

ttlatterfinally, the conferences, which are empowered to discuss
ndfundamentalhemes, but have to submit the propositions agreed
fereferendumf the individual unions.
.aRaesolLtionsan be adopted by acclamation if no dissentient
raise against them; but normally voting by a majority
required (Immajorityaw'), or by proportional representation,
:°progressively certain number of votes for ever y
CO it

1
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Following a line which goes back to
the days of the First International,
the C.N.T. proclaims its complete
dance of all political parties. The congress of 1918, so
referred to in this account, laid down that "professional
ans can never represent workers' organisations, and the
should make sure that they never affiliate themsel
politicallitical club". already
Walnceady
seen that by its constitute C.N.T. must "fight in the purely economic untrammelled byrammy¬ any political or religious prejudice". Although any wage
ligious notions, could belong
, whatever his politinceligious
C.N.T., no one could represent it who had appeared as a
n any local or parliamentary elections, or who had
ed political undertakings.
Faithful to the principles of revolutionary syndicaliproclaimedas
imed by the French C.G.T. at its 1906 Congress, the C.N.T.
self to develop by acting outside political and parliamentary
tions.
Its energies were directed to strengthening the
to organising industry, and to preparing its affi
techno-professionalssional basis in its revolutionary seFundamentally
,

undamentally, all politicians were alike, those of the
much as those of the right, above all in their approach
r. They all made the same promises and undertakings to
c at the beginning of their career and on the elections.of
ons. They all turned their Boats in the same manner,
ed their principles and rode roughshod over their electors
hey got into office. Since they are incapable of alter-

41.

provided no solution for the fundamental problems of the
capitalist system - the division of society into exploiters and
exploited - neither in the municipalities nor in the councils
in parliaments. The very commune itself, so close to the
of the people, had been turned into an engine of oppression
to collect taxes and to select conscripts for the army.
The militant literature of the C.N.T. distinguishes between
authorinscaltdomunis theoand,
who do not limit themselves to anticapitalist demagogy,
t attack the State as well, because they believe it to be the
urce of all evils.
It is from this attitude that all those
archist anathemas against power find a loudspeaker in the CNT:
e is no such thing as revolutionary power, for all power is
tionary by nature; power corrupts both those who exercise
d those over whom it is exercised; those who think they can
r the State in order to destroy it are unaware that the
tate overcomes all its conquerors; there are no good and bad
oliticians, only bad ones and worse; provisional governments
government at all; the Nation is not the People, nor is the
ate the same as Society; instead of the government of men,
et us have the administration of things; peace to men, and
ar on institutions; dictatorship of the proletariat is dictatrship without the proletariat and against them; to vote for
politicians is to renounce ones own personality; your union is

our of the great Russian people who had overthrown the
tyrrany of the Czars.
All the same, the C.N.T.
its adherence with reservations.
It was to be provisionalpr
subjects to the outcome of an enquiry on the spot by a
tive. and to the decisions of a World Congress to be
Spain, at which a tncue Workers' International was to be

20, a delegate was sent to Russia who took part in the
ress of the Third International:
On his return, he
at under the pretext of revolutionary power there had
in Russia the naked dictatorship of a single party.
the C.N.T. was able to meet after the frightful re1920-22, it broke
against it
feet d isciples as they had been able to find in Spain.
an be stated without fear of denial that it was the
first unmasked in Spain the new gang of Czars in Russia
their revolutionary mask were able to poison the stream
liberalism in Europe, and to break up the former centres
unionism by means of

.U.S.S.R. invested untold financial resources in Spain,
ish with the number of its agents; it made use of
spirits with persistence; for the purpose of conquering by
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d those provided for them by the blackmail of Russian aid to
he Republic duing the war, was initiated the totalitarian
ntencpriE which aborted the promising popular rising of July
9th, 1_9•6.

Finding anarcho-syndicalism the chie
of their ambition to take over the Republi

hwonused every
Catalonia.

A fter this, the C.N.T. lost in a maze of OGPUtiations a battle
i t had wca on the barricades againstGeneralitatnists, masterminded
b y the OCPU and their eventual allies, the assault guards of the

eneralitat. But even though thstalinistomilitancy the humiliatio
o f seeing their collectives destsufficienty stormtroopers of the

stlinist milita ry chiefs, heroes of the baseline, the C.N.T.
h ad suffint forces in reserve to touch ofverye last episode of

the war, an offensive of all liberal elements against those who
till the 'ery last moment were waging war for and on behalf of
OE ::014.

The C.N.T. is the successorunder:erjrc.Indlnish
section of the First International U.G.T
congressfor1911, the C.N.T. remained
:erjrc . Indl until 1914. In 1916, to g ether with the U.G,T. it
led fo - • general strike against shortages of food. In Augus
cehf
iagain
in common with the U.G.T. it brought about a revol-
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t he years 1920-22, the C.N.T. resisted heroically
on let loose by the 'Viceroy' Martinez Anido, the
of Barcelona. Its militants were hunted
streets of the capital and shot down like animals.
d blow for blow, and in their turn there fell two
and one Prime Minister (Eduardo Dato). During
ship of Primo de Rivera (1923-30), a 'health cure'
secrecy, the C.N.T. participating in all the
against the monarchy.
Its first trumpet call was
0 the C.N.T. surfaced.
ce of "Solaridad Obrera" (Workers' Unity) as a
king fled and the Republic arrived. Would the
Mig
Both the Home
lowed
to consoliC.N.Titself

gurg
uel Maura) and the Labour Minister (LarCaballero)pronunciamentonciamento second
rci_ve laws ownch as mixed tribunals and compulAndalusian
The majority decided to set in motion the processes
n. A minority withdrew itself from this activity.
beginning of 1932 Selaridad dbreraiminary uprising
Lan Pyrenees. The government replied with deporting
part to Spanish Equatorial Africa. In August of
ar, the CoN.T. helped to stifle th(Miguel Maura) and the Labour Minister (Largo Cabao)ronunciamento'
1933 opened with a more exten
nniurjo in Seville.
ig in Ccoerciveia, Andalucia and the Levante (East Coast).
'owT, with the utmost cruelty in an Andalucian village,
l:; dos' (Sixfingers) and some of his associates were

he cost of hundreds murdered and 9000 sent up for trial.
r the protection of an amnesty, the C.N.T. took part
campaign for the next general election, which took
placeFbruy,1936.TheCNobsrvdacluteob
which this time contributed to the victory of the Pop
own in Barcelona the officers' rising against the
o made it possible to offer a prolonged resistanc
t during the Civil War.

1. By the immediate impulse of the victorious
in the streets, the most warlike militants
road towards the combat thet, at first as co uri
of militiamen, subsequently as units of the Peop

ons understood that the
nning of
hour had struck to nut into practiparadoxicallyic
transformation foreseen in the term libertarian.

3.

The top cadres of the movement acknowledged tILD
crushing weight of a situation which they had been
incapable of foreseeing seriouslcolumnsThey never
grew their apprenticeship in which, paradoxi:ally,
they had to act the unwelcome part of acting as a
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. decided to work them collectively. They put into
the free exchange of products, so far as they were perthe obstruction of the bureaucracy, or by the punitive
nt out by the counter-revolutionary communists.
the centres of industry, hundreds of businesses were
ised, and there were established small workshops which
to continue on their own but were brought into the sphere
cality. Plans of advanced socialisation such as the
of the Timber Collective of Barcelona, or the Union of
rds and the bakers of the same district, were fulfilled
The heroism of the workers in these collectives could
not only by the construc
r unaccustomed burdens.
ere of war, the backor small, the malice of
it servants whose jobs had been reduced in importance or
t to be abolished, the obstruction offerred by the old
class as they increasingly began to raise their heads
e all-embracing network of regulations and ukases which
ed, lastly, the hounding by the assault troops and officers
gular army.
Before all else, let us pay a
tribute to the militant, who
always has been the inexhaustible
the strength of the movement.
In general, his name never

of militants
mentioned above, and took on the heaviest responsibilities in
the local union branches, the federation's committees and in th
industry-wide union offices. They did not thereby become a
separate class of workers, it being borne in mind that they
turned up daily at their place of work, whether field, factory
or mine, and carried out their devoted labour of love outside
working hours.
An old tradition, become established law, laid
down that no one could belong to the C.N.T. who did not work fo
a wage and have an employer. This little rule was a barrier
which shut out selfpremployed workers, those belonging to
cooperatives, intellectuals and some kinds of technicians.
Much later, when unions had been set up for the liberal
professions and for intellectuals, the door was opened to worke
by brain as well as those by hand. In many ways these new
recruits to the movement were looked on with suspicion by the
older membership. Those who joined with the arriere pensee to
find some self•advantage in the C.N.T. soon discovered that bee
of the critical atmosphere surrounding them, and the lack of
messianical spirit, this was not the organisation or them.
As regards the highly qualified technicians, they sought
shelter in the C.N.T. for other than merely speculative reasons.
An organisation evenc in the thick of the battle, under a oonstant
hail of blows aimed et it by the government, was not able to of
them anything other than the reward of imprisonment or an occasion
to shed their blood.
It was because of this circumstance that
white-collar workers retreated into their quiet self-important
little strongholds_
The C.N.T. sufferred from a double allergy
that which it inspired in these gentry, and that which they
icited from it.
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those intellectuals who had
and had acquired thereby an
only the vicissitudes of the
terature. These self-taught

been forged within the
iron will, there were
struggle and the joys of
heroes ran and edited

English origins), Voltairine do Cicyre (in
'Anarchism and American Traditions' she gives it American oncigin
d Liu Shihprpei, who assumes it to be of Chinese origin (see
'Origins of the Anarchist Movement in China'). No doubt all
e right. But nothing could be more 'Spanish' than the Roman
urch and that was to a large extent an 'import'.
It may also be questioned whether, even if the Spanish
capitalists and government had been more liberal, the war
would have compromised with them. But the pamphlet remains a
fascinating introduction to the one labour movement of Westencn
Europe that resisted equally Capitalism, Reformism and Stalinism

RULE BOOK OF THE CONFEDERATION
DEL TRABAJO (CNT)
ution of the Confederation was printed in
hip card, set out in full hero:emanicipation of the workers must be the
the workers themselves.
syndicalism and anarchism recognise
idity of majority decisions.
a right to his own point of view
Jon- y decisions,

y ar

his own feeling.
ship card, without the corresponding conseal, is no longer valid. T
tho only means of income that the
and National Committees have. Not to
paid is to sabotage the work that has
or ecom nde to hes comites,forthey
lo to carry out decisions without the
moans to do so.
cognise the sovereignty of the individual, but
accept and agree to carry out the collective
to taken by majority decision. Without this
no organisation.
ack the mental clarity to sec
act with rapidity. To lose time in talking
ings by holding philosophical discussions,
-revolutionary. The
he acts.
,

fundamental principle of federalism is the
f the members to examine the role of the
control of
stance

committees in public, because this only
ours the adversary.
choice of delegates is discussed internally,
d it is essential that this takes place,
ut one should remain silent in public. Think
s you wish, but as a worker you need the
ndicate, because it is there to protect
your interests.

or: The syndicate is your ma
in it are you able to form a u
otarian movement that will go forward to

RESISTANCE:

NOTE: Since this pamphlet was published in 1972, the three volumes of 'The CNT in the Spanish Revolution'
have been translated and published by Christie Books, edited and revised by Chris Ealham. The paperback
editions are as follows:
Volume 1: ISBN 1 901172 05 8;
Volume 2: ISBN 10: 1-873976-24-0;
Volume 3: ISBN 1 873976 29 1.
Hardback editions are also available. Further details are available on the ChritieBooks website:
www.christiebooks.com

